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CS-200 Current Stage module
Due to our completely different way of thinking when it comes to PCB design and layout, mechanical and
thermal stress, magnetic interference, EMI, etc., an ELTIM High-End amplifier built with these modules looks
and acts a bit different compared to other amplifier designs, which is confirmed by customers. According to
them they make MUSIC, not just power ! And that for a (very) long period of time due to the stress free
setup and high quality components. All are oversized quality parts and PCB tracks and stays below 40ºC most
of the time. Instead of trying to obtain the lowest possible price we set our goal for best musicality instead.
To make a true difference, we split our power amplifier schematics in a voltage- and a current stage board in
order to obtain the maximum possible sound quality. Now both parts of the power amplifier can be designed in
an optimal way: the VS-board with small tracks, leading low energy signals and containing heat
sensitive parts, and the CS-board leading large high currents and high temperature parts where
this board has large tracks which also act a bit as thermal vents for several parts. The VS- and CStracks are in a 90º angle, preventing magnetic interference between VS- and CS-tracks and
parts. This means that a working ELTIM power amplifier is always based on these two (VS + CS)
modules. This cooperation works very well indeed as many indicated as a “tube like” sound, yet with extras like
an unbeaten speaker control as noted in f.e. a very “tight” bass.
While using only a single pair of TO-263 sized power Fets, this CS-200 is stable and can deliver enough power for
regular, daily use and more important, together with our totally different PCB setup, they have way better
control over your speaker system compared to most other amplifier designs as noticed immediately after
powering them up. The first bass guitar note will make you smile immediately, promise.
We only use very high quality materials lasting for 15+ years and heat conducting/resistant, double sided FR4+
European made PCB’s, double sided (2x35um, where 1x 18um is usual !), gold plated isles, etc.

CS-200 layout with one pair of 8A EXICON Mosfets at the back side.
It fits exactly in MODU Slimline/Galaxy 280x80mm amd (Mini) Dissipante 300x80mm cabinets.
You could use a standard 300(275)x75mm heatsink instead.

On this CS-200 we added 8x Ø25/30mm supply capacitor space (again) as in former models. They are connected
to the Mosfets is widest and shortest possible way, resulting in an impressive bass performance.
The most massive PCB structure shows the supply-, ground- and speaker tracks in an unbeaten width, the more
since we use both sides. About 75% of all surface is used for ground- supply- and speaker tracks.
The size of this module fits MODU Slimline and Galaxy side panels in a height of 80mm. In a Galaxy the
mounting holes are inside an external slide, so no screws visible at the outside of the cabinet.
Combining this medium power output stage with our cost effective and
compact PS-2 or PS-3 (4-pole capacitor technology) supply module or
your own hard wired high-power Power Supply makes it an High-End,
regular use power system lasting about forever.
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This CS-200 power (current) stage PCB highlights:
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Compact sized version with 1 pair of 16A Mosfets. We use EXICON.
40-200Wrms output.
Fits perfectly in MODU Dissipante 2U 80x400mm deep cabinets.
Power Mosfets located in the heart of the heat sink for optimal dissipation rate.
Locations for 8x Ø25/30mm electrolytic supply capacitors, pitch 10mm.
MKP capacitors in the idle current network and over the supply rails.
Current driven feedback SMD resistors in the centre of PCB (VISHAY/DALE or BOURNS).
Current sensing series resistors, thick film types (Bourns PWR163 or CADDOCK MP725).
All these (relatively very expensive) resistors are cooled by the PCB surface with venting holes.
All other resistors MOX (High-End) or DALE (Reference).
Current sensing lines lead to the bottom connector for protection purposes.
Speaker output at centre bottom and both left / right.
The absence of a coil in the output line results in way better impulse behaviour. Not needed here!
Separate Current stage (CS) and Voltage stage (VS) voltage rails.
Separate tracks for Power-, speaker-, feedback-, VS-stage and input ground.
All grounds are separately leading to the centre area of the bottom connector.
Very wide and thick (35um) speaker-, ground- and power rails tracks.
Milled, gold plated beryllium copper headers, with multiple pin (12x 3A
for supply) connections. Way higher quality than the regular (mostly 1A) headers.
Speaker signal for signalling/protection purposes at all connectors.
VS-xx input signal also leads to bottom connector for protection purposes, comparing in/output signal.
PCB position to mount an NTC/PTC at centre, connected to both horizontal connectors.
Will be connected to a Protection module if mounted. It measures heatsink temperature.

•
•
•
•

Frequency range limited by us on VS-module to 4 (or DC) to >500.000Hz. CS-200 itself goes > 1MHz actually.
Unbeaten high Slew Rate >70V/us. (Note: extreme high quality opamps are 20V/us)
Solid, sandwich mounted to a heat sink, which is electrically separated from the PCB.
Dimensions: 390x75x12mm. (Effective height depending on the capacitors mounted!)

Real picture soon
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Calculated output power for ELTIM CS-200 models with audiophile EXICON lateral Mosfets:
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CS-200, with EXICON 16A/200V/125W, TO-263 lateral Mosfets (ECX10N20 / ECX10P20)
NOTE: The power is limited to around 200Wrms while using a 400x75mm heatsink.

Technical specifications:
Frequency range:
Frequency limit (-3dB)
Frequency limit (-10dB)
Phase shift:
Distortion figure (THD):
Slew rate:
Harmonics:
Damping factor:
Input sensitivity:
Gain:
Input impedance:
Output load:
Supply voltage:
Output power:
Dimensions:

DC - >200kHz within ±0,1dB
500kHz (limited and defined by VS-module used, VS-10: 250kHz, VS-20: 380kHz, VS-60: 500kHz)
800kHz (and smooth rolling off from there)
< -0,2º @ 20-18kHz, -3º @ 20kHz (and smooth rolling off from there)
< 0,0005% (1W/1kHz/8ohm)
< 0,001% (80W/1kHz/8ohm)
> 75V/uS (@ +/- 30V). Limited by AC-input filter on VS-module used.
< -65dB, Nonspecific
> 250 (strongly depending on supply used)
1 Volt
29dB
47kOhm
depending on the supply voltages, see graphs
depending on the connected load, see graphs
depending on the load and supplied voltages, see graphs.
390x75x15mm
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Bridged mode
With this CS-200 (16A!) module, it is most easy to make a small bridged mode Monoblock amplifier capable
of producing around 600Wrms in a relatively small cabinet, like MODU Dissipante 300x80mm.
To simplify the required power supply PCB layout, one of the CS- and a VS-module can be assembled in
reversed supply mode. Since our modules are about symmetrical, this is done easy. Then the supply rails
don’t cross on the power supply PCB.
Just the polarity sensitive parts need to be mounted reversed and transistor locations exchanged, that’s all.
We made a special document where we explain what to do for this “reversed polarity” modification.

Some measurement data:

Square wave signal without ANY irregularities
It also shows a slew rate is > 60V/uS.

Frequency domain (100kHz wide) without any significant harmonics.

NOTE: outdated measuring with Hexfets. EXICON show even way better figures. Will be updated later.
Please note that we run on 40W/8ohms here, not 1W as others do! Limiting factor is the low-pass network in the input circuit!

Heatsink data
Unlike most amplifier modules available today, in this design heat is spread symmetrical over the heat sink
by spreading the transistors over the heat sink symmetrically. Doing so increases effective thermal load of
the power transistors and because of that the Mosfets can really show what they are capable of, since this
way of mounting prevents a “hotspot” on the heatsink > our amps will become only hand warm.

The CS-200 exactly fits two standard 200x75mm heatsinks.
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The 16A type is best mounted on two slightly wider MODU 3PD02200, 200x80x40mm heat sinks (0,27K/W).
While using this (as in Modu Dissipante 400x80mm) you could make around 175-200Wrms.
This CS-200 module uses the Mosfets as distance holders and is mounted by only two M3 bolts.
3,50

Heatsink required in class A/B setting
@ 67% efficiency, Ta + 20ºC

3,00

K/W

2,50
2,00
S-mount
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1,00
0,50
0,00
25
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Output power Wrms
Note that the max. output power strongly depends on the supply voltages,
type of Mosfets used and the dissipation rate (K/W) of the heatsinks mounted.

CONNECTOR FUNCTIONS
The bottom connector of our CS-modules is meant to connect a symmetrical power supply to it.
Like f.e. our former CS-80, this CS-200 can fit supply capacitors, assisting the connected power supply.
CS-200 is a serious upgrade of CS-80 by the way. Most nice comments are based on former CS-80!
Our PS-2 or PS-3 f.e. will do fine in most cases. Of course, you also could connect a hardwired or universal
power supply here. Then use a PS-0 connection module to connect this CS-200 properly and correct!
Do us and yourself a favour and don’t use a cheap Chinese supply. It won’t match this CS-200 capabilities.
The centre connector is where one of our VS-5/10/20/30/35/40 Voltage Stage modules is connected.
Please note that only a set of a CS- and a VS-module is a working ELTIM power amplifier!
NOTE: There are two diodes just above the PS-header connector. These diodes connect the V+ and V- directly
to the VS-module. While using those the max. supply voltage is ±35Vdc.
If a Voltage Regulator module is mounted, this is regulating V+ and V- to a lower voltage which is then lead
to the VS- module. In that case the supply voltage could be up to ±60Vdc.
Only if a VR-module is mounted: remove both diodes, otherwise they bypass the VR-module!
Besides the needed connections for basic amplifier function, there are also connections for a PTC and the
centre contact of the VS-connector leads to the idle current potmeter. With later VS-modules you could
adjust idle current, f.e. to switch to class A mode automatically when only low power is used or to class B
when NO power is used.
The PTC leads via both header connectors to our Protection module which can be mounted optionally.
6,3mm gold plated Faston blades at left and right of the module connect the speaker leads to this CS-200
current stage module. While doing so, both left and right side can be connected with shortest possible
speaker leads. Instead, you could solder two speaker leads exactly at the centre bottom.
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“Wireless” connecting
We at ELTIM audio did a lot of repair work in the past, always wondering why there is so much wiring
required. We believed this could be done different, resulting in our today’s amplifier program.
You can connect the input-, output- and power supply modules without a centimetre of wire.
Just connect them together like LEGO, connect a transformer and the in/out connectors with short wires.
A nice and clean amplifier setup as result.
Protection
If you want to protect your speaker, you need one of our Protection modules or make one yourself.
Our module detects differences between in- and output signals and acts if this event occurs, f.e.
overloading it or if the amp has a fault/distorting. It also measures the current in 4 pairs (so 8x) of Mosfets
and the interior and heatsink temperatures. Indications by three different LED’s or just one where all three
indications are combined in one.
The protection module separates the power supply from the electronics and/or discharges it very fast,
instead of a relay with unsuitable nickel/wolfram contacts causing distortion, especially with small signals.
This protection module can be mounted on most of our Power Supply boards.
Other info
Unlike most transistors and older Mosfet types, the Mosfets we
use show NO irregularities (like easy breakdown, thermal runaway
and oscillations at high power, etc.) and work ultra linear from
50mA up. With these Mosfet types setting them in the oldfashioned class-A mode makes no sense, since the linearity will
not increase above an idle current of around 100mA.
In fact, they act even more linear in class A/B (30-100mA) setting
than older transistor designs in class-A with a huge idle current of
a few amps in total. Class-D is not the only innovation!
The 8A Mosfets we use can make around 250Wrms, the 16A types
around 500Wrms. So, in this design it makes no sense to use
multiple pairs of them. It would only complicate the PCB design
(more and smaller tracks) and “slow down” its performance due
to a higher total Mosfet gate capacitance. This amplifier will do
fine in common living room conditions while driving most types of passive speakers.
So far, we nor any of our customers experienced breakdown of EXICON power Mosfets in our designs.
We overcalculated and designed in a way that the tracks and connectors easily can handle the power we list
in our graphs shown at first pages. For example, the supply connections are made by 12x 3A milled and gold
plated header connectors and the tracks can easily handle the rated currents.
The smallest speaker track width (7mm) allows over 20A of current, so in this design 1,2x over calculated.
This is one of the reasons why our PCBs are so large compared to many others.
As we see on f.e. Aliblabla there are 4 pairs of 16A Mosfets on a tiny PCB connected with 2mm tracks
followed by a 10A cheap screw connector which connects a thumb thick speaker cable. Makes no sense to
us, using a 10A connector and 64A of Mosfets, sorry… Just one pair could overload the connector already.
Not to mention the “mystery” that a module like that is cheaper than just four original 16A Mosfets. Hmm.
Most of the Far-East amplifier modules in the market today are physically (way) too small to handle the
power they list? ! Read more……
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Measuring
Most DIY enthusiasts are interested in the frequency response of a system mainly. We don’t understand
this since we are the least sensitive to this. Besides that, the room where it is in strongly influences it.
Our ears and mind are “designed” in a way that we can identify phase shifts very precise to warn us where
“the danger” we hear is coming from. So, we concentrate on avoiding possible phase shift errors in all our
design, whether its electronics or loudspeakers. That’s why we f.e. 6/6dB serial crossovers > no phase shifts.
“En passant” we managed to obtain a ±0,2dB frequency error up to around 200kHz.
With our RIGOL 5000 series oscilloscope we have a
7 in 1 measuring instrument. It also (even) can make so
called Bode plots, meaning that we can measure the
frequency range and at the same time the phase shift
between the in- and output of the amplifier. This is a
very nice feature not available in most equipment and
so, if this phase shift is attempted to determine, the
process is very time consuming. Not with MSO-5000 -)
We made a video of a not released combination while
testing both the scope and this combination for the first
time this way. Even with 4 pairs of Mosfets it appears to
run over 500kHz (-3dB point), with a phase shift over the full audio band with a constant -0,2º shift up to
18kHz. In another test we measured an amazing fast slew rate of 67V/us.
In practice these very nice figures will result in a stunning 3D performance as noticed already by many.
The “CS-200” module used in this video was a test version for use of four pairs of Mosfets. Working fine, yet never released!
With this video we counteract about all the false “information” given by a few “experts” on some audio fora. Our amps work, and how -)
Unlike some of those did, you must assemble it as we tell you to! There are no faults in schematics, pcb’s, etc. Read the documentation please.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating.
While using different schematics as others use, our amps can be way more simple and symmetrical, also
solving some other issues, resulting in an amazing fast, open and “airy” sound as noticed by many, even
competing professionals. By switching the N- and P-types (P on top, N at bottom) we save a pair of driving
transistors > better sound. After several years of operation, it’s now called “the ELTIM sound”. Nice :-)
Our amps show a tube-like “airy” sound, but with way deeper and rock-solid bass, finest detailed highs,
fantastic 3D, a super wide frequency range and an amazing speaker control. Check it yourself.
If you built and/or heard an ELTIM amplifier you can write about it and send it to us. We will copy/paste
your experiences in the sharing pages without significant changes, regardless of what you write.

We make MUSIC again, not just power
“LESS IS MORE!”

These designs are copyrighted
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2023 ©
PE1LTM
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Functional layout of our modules program:

Just define the way you want to build your amp and follow the steps.
For a full functioning amplifier, you need at least a CS-200xx, a VS-xx and a symmetrical power supply.
The grey ones are not necessary, are just an extra for improved functioning / extra options.

Full scale (1:1) view of a CS-200 / VS-xx / VR2-xx and PS-2 combination:

While using a PS-2 or PS-3 (red) Power supply with long capacitors,
we recommend using a VS-30/35/40 (green) Input stage board.
They are the same as VS-30, but are “stretched” in length,
allowing for Ø30, Ø35 or Ø40mm holes, surrounding these
large supply capacitors. Largest available size is Ø40x80mm.
While doing so, these large and heavy capacitors are mounted free from vibrations
and mechanical stress to especially their soldering’s, being limited to about zero then.
If your amp is transported a lot it is a must, saving capacitor soldering repairs!
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